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Abstract

A database of hydrogen-deuterium exchange results has been compiled for proteins for which there are published rates

of out-exchange in the native state, protection against exchange during folding, and out-exchange in partially folded

forms. The question of whether the slow exchange core is the folding core ~Woodward C, 1993, Trends Biochem Sci

18:359–360! is reexamined in a detailed comparison of the specific amide protons ~NHs! and the elements of secondary

structure on which they are located. For each pulsed exchange or competition experiment, probe NHs are shown

explicitly; the large number and broad distribution of probe NHs support the validity of comparing out-exchange with

pulsed-exchange0competition experiments. There is a strong tendency for the same elements of secondary structure to

carry NHs most protected in the native state, NHs first protected during folding, and NHs most protected in partially

folded species. There is not a one-to-one correspondence of individual NHs. Proteins for which there are published data

for native state out-exchange and f values are also reviewed. The elements of secondary structure containing the slowest

exchanging NHs in native proteins tend to contain side chains with high f values or be connected to a turn0loop with

high f values. A definition for a protein core is proposed, and the implications for protein folding are discussed.

Apparently, during folding and in the native state, nonlocal interactions between core sequences are favored more than

other possible nonlocal interactions. Other studies of partially folded bovine pancreatic trypsin inhibitor ~Barbar E,

Barany G, Woodward C, 1995, Biochemistry 34:11423–11434; Barber E, Hare M, Daragan V, Barany G, Woodward C,

1998, Biochemistry 37:7822–7833!, suggest that developing cores have site-specific energy barriers between mi-

crostates, one disordered, and the other~s! more ordered.
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In native proteins, the group of backbone amide hydrogens slowest

to out-exchange by a folded state mechanism tend to cluster in

mutually packed elements of secondary structure; these define a

submolecular domain we call the slow exchange core. Slow ex-

change core elements usually contain NHs protected from ex-

change early during folding; apparently, the regions of the protein

most resistant to exchange in the native state are also the regions

most likely to favor organized structure early in folding. We pro-

posed that “the slow exchange core is the folding core” of proteins

~Kim et al., 1993; Woodward, 1993!, and noted that if this is

general, a number of significant implications follow. Our original

suggestion was based on the few cases available at the time; since
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then the relevant literature has increased considerably. We have

compiled exchange data for all proteins with published rates for

native state out-exchange and exchange protection during folding.

Out-exchange rates in partially folded species are available for

some proteins. Here, we analyze the database, discuss implications

of the results, and re-evaluate earlier conclusions. The validity of

comparing out-exchange rates to protection rates is discussed. Also

reviewed are the proteins that permit a comparison of slow ex-

change core elements and high f values. We begin with a back-

ground discussion of issues in analyses of hydrogen exchange.

Discussion

Hydrogen exchange in proteins

Out-exchange from native or partially folded states

Hydrogen isotope exchange provides a unique probe of protein

dynamics. The native state ensemble fluctuates about an average

approximated by the crystal structure, and on many time scales

samples numerous additional conformers, many near the average

in structure and energy, and some rare and far from the average in

structure and0or energy. Hydrogen isotope exchange reports a sub-

set of protein internal fluctuations. Intramolecularly H-bonded am-

ides with no solvent contact in the crystal structure, nevertheless,

undergo solvent isotope exchange with rate constants that range

from those approaching kcx, the rate constant of an analogous NH

in a random conformation peptide, to those that are smaller than kcx

by many orders of magnitude. Exchange rates are sometimes ex-

pressed as protection factors, equal to the ratio kcalc0kobs, where

kobs is the observed rate constant and kcalc is the exchange rate

constant for an NH in a small peptide of equivalent sequence

computed from empirical, nearest neighbor rules ~Bai et al., 1993!.

The most rapidly exchanging amides are on the surface; however,

some surface protons exchange with rate constants that are an

order of magnitude less than kcalc ~Tüchsen & Woodward, 1985!,

demonstrating that NHs may be “protected” from free exchange

even when accessible to solvent and not intramolecularly H-bonded

in the crystal structure.

Exchange occurs by two processes, a folded state mechanism

and a global unfolding mechanism, as diagramed in Figure 1A.

Each NH may exchange by the first mechanism under one set of

conditions, and by the second under another. Likewise, in one

protein under a single set of conditions, some NHs may exchange

by one mechanism while others exchange by the second, or a

mixture of both. The two mechanisms are distinguished by their

temperature dependence. Failure to take two-process exchange into

account has led to incorrect attribution of exchange characteristics

of one regime to motions of the other regime ~e.g., exchange by the

unfolding mechanism incorrectly ascribed to folded state motions!.

Tritium exchange experiments led to the first proposal that some

NHs exchange from the folded state while others exchange by an

unfolding mechanism ~Rosenberg & Chakravarti, 1968; Wood-

ward & Rosenberg, 1971b!. NMR experiments showed that one

NH may exchange by either of the two mechanisms depending on

solvent conditions ~Woodward & Hilton, 1980; Woodward et al.,

1982!.

The unfolding mechanism is better understood than the folded

state mechanism, since global cooperative denaturation is exten-

sively characterized. The folded state mechanism is a subject of

literature debate, and alternative models have been offered. Ex-

change of buried amides, however slow, implies that native state

fluctuations populate conformations in which the exchanging NH

reacts with H2O and catalyst ions ~H1 or OH2!. In molecular

dynamics simulations of native proteins, intramolecular H-bonds

in secondary structure commonly break and reform noncoopera-

tively on the psec time scale, and their breakage0reformation is not

necessarily rate limiting once solvent gains access to buried re-

gions. Three models for the folded state mechanism are commonly

discussed. In the “penetration” model, multiple, small, noncoop-

erative, internal fluctuations create ensembles of interconverting

conformations of varying protection, and provide transient access

of solvent to buried NHs ~references in Woodward et al., 1982!. In

the “local unfolding” model, a helix undergoes cooperative break-

age of H-bonds and exchangeable species have locally unfolded

A

B

Fig. 1. Out-exchange of one NH from the native state. A: The two process
model ~Woodward et al., 1982!. Under native conditions, for each NH, the
observed rate constant kobs for exchange is the sum of exchange rate con-
stants for the folded state mechanism kN and the global unfolding mecha-
nism kD. For the folded state mechanism, the rate constant for the chemical
step is kcx,N, and for the global unfolding mechanism, the rate constant for
the chemical step is kcx,D. b expresses the probability of contact of the
exchanging NH with water and catalyst ~the conformational part!. For the
unfolding mechanism b 5 1 when the unfolded state is sufficiently disor-
dered to make no conformational contribution to the exchange rate; b , 1
when the unfolded state has “residual” structure that slows exchange. “Pro-
tection” from exchange can arise from conformational effects embodied in
b, or from chemical effects on kcx,N or kcx,D ~e.g., local electrostatic field,
strained geometry, or other!. Global unfolding and refolding rate constants
are ku and kf. The same two-process model may be used to analyze ex-
change from a partially folded protein. B: The EX20EX1 formalism ~Hvidt
& Nielsen, 1966!. A closed form, N-closed, is in equilibrium with an open
form, N-open, with interconversion rate constants k1 and k2; kexg is the rate
constant for exchange from the open form.
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secondary structure ~Englander & Kallenbach, 1984!. In a third

model, exchange occurs from first-excited states that can have a

slightly higher free energy, yet very different conformations than

the native state, and could be produced by the types of protein

motions invoked in both penetration and local unfolding mecha-

nisms ~Miller & Dill, 1995!. No experiments thus far allow us to

unambiguously eliminate penetration or local unfolding as an ex-

planation of folded state exchange. Experiments that might distin-

guish between penetration vs. local unfolding have been suggested,

e.g., periodicity of exchange rates in amphiphilic secondary struc-

ture, exchange rates of the same NH in solution and in crystals, the

pH dependence of histidine C-2 exchange, and the temperature

dependence of adjacent NHs ~Hilton et al., 1981; Woodward et al.,

1982!. Regarding the first, a penetration model in which exchange-

able species are on average approximated by the crystal structure

predicts that NHs in an amphiphilic helix on the interior side will

exchange slower than on the exterior, and exchange rates will

show an i, i 1 3 or 4 periodicity ~similarly b-sheet can show i, i 1 1

periodicity!. Since then, exchange rates for a number of helices

have been reported. Some show clear exchange periodicity, and

some do not; in general, amphiphilic helices with slower exchang-

ing NHs show the most prominent periodicity. It is possible that

NHs in less mobile interior regions exchange by a penetration

mechanism, while NHs in more flexible regions exchange via

larger structural deformations.

The EX20EX1 analysis developed by Linderstrøm-Lang, Hvidt,

and associates ~Hvidt & Nielsen, 1966! posits a pre-equilibrium

between “closed” and “open” conformations of the same NH, as

shown in Figure 1B. The equilibrium favors the closed form, and

exchange takes place only from the open form. In the EX2 limit

where k2 .. k1 1 kexg, the observed exchange rate constant kobs is

'~k10k2!{kexg; in the EX1 limit where k2 ,, kexg, kobs ' k1. In the

EX20EX1 model, N-open is fully exposed to solvent and kexg is

approximated by the exchange rate constant of a model peptide

~taken at the time to be polyalanine!, and the open0close equilib-

rium is pH-independent. An EX2 mechanism accounts for the

observation that most native state exchange rate constants have the

same pH dependence as model peptides, since the observed rate

constant is proportional to kexg, the term in which the pH depen-

dence resides. In present day applications of the EX2 formalism,

the value of kexg is usually taken as equal to kcalc, the exchange rate

constant computed for a small peptide with the same neighboring

amino acids ~Bai et al., 1993!.

EX20EX1 analyses are often made of both exchange by the

folded state mechanism and exchange by the unfolded mechanism;

only in the latter case is it clearly warranted. Application of EX20

EX1 formalism to the global unfolding mechanism is straightfor-

ward since there are independent determinations of the unfolding

and folding rate constants ku and kf, as well as the equilibrium

constant for unfolding0folding Keq 5 ku0kf . In this case, “NH-

closed” is the native state, and “NH-open” is the globally dena-

tured state pictured in Figure 1A, and k1 5 ku, k2 5 kf. If in the

denatured state the protein in the vicinity of the exchanging NH is

sufficiently disordered, then b 5 1 and bkcx,D ' kcalc, kobs '

Keq{kcalc and DG~HX !' 2RT ln~kobs0kcalc!. The global unfolding

mechanism, with or without residual structure in the denatured

state, is characterized for a number of proteins; most often the

mechanism is EX2, but EX1 behavior is also reported ~e.g., Wood-

ward & Hilton, 1980; Clarke & Fersht, 1996; Arrington & Rob-

ertson, 1997!. For NHs exchanging by the unfolding mechanism,

the temperature and denaturant dependence of Keq explain the

comparable dependences of kobs ~e.g., Hilton et al., 1981; Kim &

Woodward, 1993; Orban et al., 1995; Swint-Kruse & Robertson,

1996!. For mutant proteins altered in stability, the ratio of kobs

~unfolding mechanism, wild-type! to kobs~unfolding mechanism,

mutant! yields DDG~HX !, the difference between mutant and wild-

type values for DG for global denaturation; DDG~HX ! is in agree-

ment with DDG determined by other methods ~Kim et al., 1993 and

references therein!.

DG~HX ! computed from rate constants for the unfolding mech-

anism is often, but not always, the same as DG for global dena-

turation determined by methods such as calorimetry or chemical

denaturation. Assuming that the latter are in fact correct, the sim-

plest explanation of why, for the unfolding mechanism, DDG~HX !

but not DG~HX ! may agree with comparable global denaturation

values from other methods is that bkcx,D Þ kcalc. If, for example,

the denatured state retains nonrandom structure around the ex-

changing NH or has large hydrophobic side chains near the ex-

changing NH, then b, 1, and DG~HX ! computed as 2RT ln~kobs0

kcalc! does not give the free energy change for global unfolding.

However, even when bkcx,D Þ kcalc, the correct value of DDG for

wild-type vs. mutant will be calculated from the ratio of observed

rate constants for the unfolding mechanism, because no value for

kcalc is used; in the relationship DDG~HX !52RT~kobs,WT0kobs,mutant!

the kcx,D terms cancel out ~Kim et al., 1993 and references therein!.

For folded state exchange, there is no independent measure of

the putative pre-equilibrium transition~s!, whether numerous small

internal motions as in the penetration model, or cooperative ex-

cursions as in the local unfolding model. The pH dependence

expected for EX2 is observed for most, perhaps all, native state

exchange, and often an EX2 formalism is used to extract from

kobs~folded state mechanism! a value of DG~HX ! for a presumed

open0close transition of the folded state, using again the relation-

ship DG~HX ! 5 2RT~kcalc0kobs!. However, for folded state ex-

change this carries an embedded assumption, that kcx,N 5 kcalc,

which we think is not warranted ~Woodward et al., 1982!. The

implicit assumption is that local environmental effects on the NH

in an “exchangeable” conformation are the same as for an NH

freely exposed to solvent in a small peptide. In the penetration

model this is highly unlikely, as the NH is in an interconverting

ensemble of conformations of varying “exchangeability” and ap-

proximated on average by the crystal structure. In any model for

folded state exchange, including local unfolding, it cannot be tac-

itly assumed that for an NH in exchangeable conformations kcx,N 5

kcalc, especially in view of the fact that for many surface protons

kobs ,, kcalc ~Tüchsen & Woodward, 1985!.

Reporting hydrogen exchange data as a series of DG~HX ! val-

ues for all amides in the protein is not advisable because it has led

to confused interpretations since, while the unfolding mechanism

may reasonably be expressed this way, the folded state mechanism

is not. In publications, observed exchange rate constants should be

stated explicitly because the actual exchange rate constant is lost if

DG~HX ! is reported but kcalc is unspecified ~wobble in the kcalc

value is due primarily to temperature and pH corrections!. In our

view of folded state exchange, kcx,N Þ kcalc, and at present we do

not have experimental or calculated kcx,N values. The most useful

parameters for expressing hydrogen exchange data are kobs for

folded state exchange, and kobs, DG~HX !, and DDG~HX ! for the

unfolding mechanism.

The approximate preservation among NHs of rank order of rates

at varying temperature and pH is characteristic of hydrogen ex-

change in proteins ~Woodward & Rosenberg, 1971a; Gregory
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et al., 1986!. This means that even when the temperature is raised

or lowered, or when pH is changed, the slowest exchanging NHs

in a native protein remain about the same. Approximate preserva-

tion of rank order was shown by tritium-hydrogen methods in

which the average number of NHs exchanged per protein molecule

is measured as a function of time after transfer to tritium solvent.

In NMR-detected, deuterium-hydrogen exchange experiments, if

for folded state exchange, rank order is approximately the same at

all temperatures then Arrhenious plots of ln kobs vs. 10T for indi-

vidual NHs will, for the most part, tend not to cross one another ~at

temperatures below onset of the unfolding regime!.

Identification of the slow exchange core

The slow exchange core is identified by NHs last to exchange by

the folded state mechanism. Slow exchange core sequences are

stretches of residues that bracket the slowest NHs. Slow exchange

core elements are the secondary structural elements containing

slow exchange core sequences. When identifying core elements

from hydrogen exchange, it is most useful to consider all the types

of data in Table 1. Confidence that a slow exchange core element

is correctly identified is increased when the element has several

NHs in the “slowest exchanging” category.

Rate constants for the folded state mechanism kN are usually

well dispersed over many orders of magnitude, while rate con-

stants for the unfolding mechanism kD are similar since global

unfolding is a common step. As discussed below with reference to

Figures 3C and 3D, folded state exchange rates are often not

sufficiently resolved to permit identification of the slow exchange

core. This usually occurs in two ways, when for a large number

of NHs experimental time ,, exchange time, or alternatively

when for a large number of NHs the unfolding mechanism is

predominant ~kD . kN!. Either shortcoming can usually be over-

come by sliding the observation window toward slower folded

state rates, that is by manipulating solution conditions and bear-

ing in mind the two process model ~Fig. 1A! and the approxi-

mate preservation of exchange rank-order when pH or temperature

is varied. When a large number of NHs are “too slow to mea-

sure,” increasing the pH often moves kN values of additional

NHs into the observation window without a switch in mecha-

nism ~i.e., without a switch from kN . kD to kN , kD!. Raising

pH above 4, but keeping below a pH that significantly destabi-

lizes the protein, often works in this regard because kN is in-

creased by an order of magnitude for each pH unit but kD is not

significantly affected ~because ku0kf is not significantly affect-

ed!. When so many NHs exchange by the unfolding mechanism

that the last few cannot be identified, then one may increase the

number of resolved kN values by working with a stabilized mu-

tant, so that for some slower NHs the mechanism changes from

kN , kD to kN . kD. Also, lowering temperature can switch

some NHs from the kN , kD regime to the kN . kD regime

because the activation enthalpy is greater for kD than for kN

~Woodward et al., 1982!. In summary, in less stable proteins

~e.g., ubiquitin at pH 3.5! many NHs exchange by the unfolding

mechanism, and lowering temperature while raising pH may in-

crease the number of measurable kN values. In very stable pro-

teins ~e.g., BPTI!, many kN values are too small to measure;

raising pH and0or temperature often brings kN values into the

observable range, provided global stability is not sufficiently de-

creased to cause a switch from kN . kD to kN , kD for the

target NHs. Note that the slow exchange core is not necessarily

identified by all the NHs exchanging by global unfolding; how-

ever, if most NHs have exchanged by the folded state mecha-

nism, the last few protons may in fact exchange by the unfolding

mechanism under these experimental conditions.

Do slow exchange core sequences encompass the full length of

an element of secondary structure? Slow exchange core sequences

are usually less than a full strand or helix, and they comprise

segments that interact nonlocally with other elements. For small to

medium length secondary structural elements, most of the element

is included in core sequences. In this paper, we discuss the data in

terms of core elements ~entire secondary structural elements!, since

the currently available data do not support a more precise break-

down into subelement sequences.

Are NHs in turns and loops among the very slowest to ex-

change? Usually no; while they may be slow in the native state,

they are generally more flexible and more rapidly exchanging than

the slowest exchanging NHs in packed secondary structure. Oc-

casionally, an NH in a turn or loop is in the very slowest group

~e.g., residue 25 in barnase!, and although these are invariably

intramolecularly H-bonded, the reason for very slow exchange is

not obvious from inspection of the crystal structure. In several

proteins, there is evidence that a turn~s! initiates folding ~e.g.,

Barbar et al., 1995; Gu et al., 1997; Grantcharova et al., 1998!. If

“the slow exchange core is the folding core,” should we expect

NHs in turns that are fold-initiating, or nucleating, to be in the

slowest exchanging group? Some turns thought to be nucleation

sites do have NHs that exchange slower than other turns0loops in

the molecule, but not as slow as NHs in core sheet0helix. For

example, native-like NOEs involving the reverse turn ~25–28! are

observed in unfolded BPTI ~Pan et al., 1995!, and this turn is

apparently a nucleation site for formation of the core antiparallel

b-sheet ~Barbar et al., 1998!. In native BPTI, NHs in the 25–28

turn exchange faster than in core elements ~b1, b2, and first turn

of the a-helix!, but slower than in other turns0loops. In the sense

that the term was coined ~Woodward, 1993!, the folding core is the

product of nucleation and is composed of sequences that favor

nonlocal interactions early in folding. Nucleating turns connect

core sheet0helix elements.

Lumry et al. have identified protein “knots” from several prop-

erties of proteins, including slow exchange, and have suggested a

number of functional roles for knots in protein folding and enzyme

catalysis ~Lumry, 1991, 1995; references in Kim et al., 1993!.

They have also suggested models for small motions that may be

responsible for a penetration mechanism ~Lumry & Rosenberg,

1975!.

Pulsed exchange and folding competition experiments

Experiments diagramed in Figure 2 identify NHs that acquire

slower exchange rates during folding ~reviewed in Englander &

Mayne, 1992; Woodward, 1994; Gladwin & Evans, 1997!. Our

group term for pulsed-labeling or competition experiments is P0C

experiments. With a combination of NMR spectroscopy and rapid

mixing methods, folding is followed in the time range of milli-

seconds and longer ~see Table 1 in Supplementary material in

Electronic Appendix!. The fast limit is the dead time of the quenched-

or stopped-flow apparatus, normally 4–15 ms. In competition meth-

ods ~Fig. 2A!, unfolded, deuterated protein is rapidly diluted into

refolding buffer in H2O. At each NH the competing processes are

isotope exchange and protection due to folding. After refolding,

the extent of hydrogen isotope exchange is determined by NMR;

less exchange means greater protection during folding. As pH is

raised, kcx increases while the folding rate is often not significantly
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changed, and the number of NHs protected during folding de-

creases. Amides with highest exchange protection at the highest

folding pH are presumably in parts of the protein that fold first.

In the pulsed-labeling method ~Fig. 2B!, unfolded and deuter-

ated protein is first diluted into a low pH refolding buffer, to start

refolding while minimizing hydrogen exchange. After a refolding

time period tf, the sample is pulsed with a high pH H2O buffer. The

length of the pulse tp and the pH are chosen so that unprotected

amide deuterons are maximally exchanged during the pulse. After

the pulse, pH is lowered to complete folding and quench further

exchange. Typically, the quench step jumps pH to 3.5–4.5 where

out-exchange is at a minimum. NHs exchanging slowly enough to

be probes for the experiment are subsequently monitored by NMR

after folding is complete. Exchange as a function of tf is deter-

mined. Amides that show protection earliest are presumably in re-

gions of the protein that fold first. A recently developed hybrid

method monitors protection within the few milliseconds of refold-

ing ~Gladwin & Evans, 1997; Fig. 2C!. When unfolded and deu-

terated protein is mixed with refolding0 labeling buffer in H2O,

refolding and exchange compete. After the first few milliseconds,

which normally corresponds to the dead time of mixing ~giving rise

to the name, dead time labeling!, a low pH quenching buffer is added

to stop exchange and complete refolding. The protection pattern is

estimated by varying the pH of the refolding0labeling buffer.

What does protection early during folding mean? Typically in

P0C experiments, protection rates are 4- to 100-fold slower than

kcalc. This does not imply any particular structure; rather it means

that, for any or all of a number of reasons, exchange of that NH is

detectably slower than for the same NH in a small peptide of

equivalent sequence. Possible structural reasons for early protec-

tion cover the gamut, and include favoring of secondary structure

for a significant fraction of the time in the region of the exchanging

NH, favoring of other local or nonlocal contacts, and so on. Ex-

change protection patterns in P0C experiments do not tell us whether

exchange-slowing structure in the vicinity of the protected NH is

native like, although it may be; we can surmise only that structure

around a protected NH is nonrandom.

Is the comparison valid?

Do technical limitations bias the outcome of a comparison of

native state out-exchange and pulsed-labeling0competition re-

sults? Is a correlation built into the experiment because the reporter

groups in P0C experiments are NHs that exchange slowly in the

native state around pH 3.5–4, while those that exchange rapidly in

the native state are not monitored? We answer no, because the

number of amide probes, though limited, is large ~see Table 1!, and

the probes are distributed throughout the protein molecule. This

point is clearly illustrated in Figure 3, where for each set of ex-

perimental P0C results, there is a visual comparison to the NHs

actually monitored. For each protein in Figure 3, the lower left

structure labeled “p0c pr.” shows in light red the residues that are

probes in each pulsed-labeling0competition experiment. In the lower

right structure labeled “P0C,” dark red residues are those protected

early.

Another question that may be raised concerns differences in pH

or temperature of out-exchange vs. pulsed exchange experiments.

Hydrogen exchange rate constants are sensitive to the environ-

ment, especially pH and temperature ~Woodward et al., 1982!.

However, it is not individual rate constants, but the slowest ex-

changing protons that matter in identifying the slow exchange

core. As discussed, approximate rank order is maintained in hy-

drogen exchange ~Woodward & Rosenberg, 1971a; Gregory et al.,

1986!. Even under conditions where exchange mechanisms appar-

ently switch ~e.g., Clarke & Fersht, 1996!, the slowest exchanging

NHs remain largely the same. Since the magnitude of the apparent

protein folding0unfolding rate constants and phase amplitudes are

sensitive to pH and temperature, one might ask if protection pat-

terns observed in P0C experiments are sensitive to pH or temper-

ature. P0C experiments at different pH values are reported for

cyt c; although folding kinetics are different at pH 6.2 vs. pH 5, the

N- and C-helices are the first to gain protection at either pH, except

for histidine residues involved in non-native heme binding reac-

tions ~Elöve et al., 1994!. Under different jump conditions of pH 2

to 5, cyt c folds very rapidly, with time constant ;15 ms, and all

probes show uniform protection at 5–95 ms ~Sosnick et al., 1994!.

A

B

C

Fig. 2. Methods for measuring hydrogen exchange during folding. Ex-
changeable amides are represented at three locations along a polypeptide
chain. A: Competition method. B: Pulsed-labeling method. C: Dead time
labeling method. Variables are in parenthesis: tf, the refolding time; tp, the
pulse labeling time, usually milliseconds; and pH. “Jump” buffers are
enclosed by dotted lines.
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Table 1. Summary of hydrogen exchange data for the comparison between the slow exchange core elements, P0C elements, and PF elements a

Proteins

Out-exchange

experimentsb

Pulsed-labeling0competition

experimentsb,c

Name

Structure

class

Number

of amino

acids

S-S

bonds Subdomain

Bound

cofactor

Experimental

condition

NHs slowest to

exchange outd

Folding pH,

temperature

Number

of

probes

NHs first to

gain protectiond References

ApoMb All-a 147 None Onee None N, 5 8C

pH 6.0

V10, L11, W14, V17

~aA!; I30 ~aB!;

I112, V114, L115 ~aG!

5 8C

pH 6.1

38 L9–L11, W14, V17 ~aA!;

L29, I30, F33 ~aB!;

K102, L104, I107, A110,

I112–L115 ~aG!; K133,

F138, I142, A143 ~aH!

Hughson et al. ~1990!

Jennings and Wright ~1993!

PF, 5 8C

pH 4.2

L9–L11, V17 ~aA!;

I107, I112, V114 ~aG!;

I142 ~aH!

Hughson et al. ~1990!

PF, 4 8C

pH 4.2

5 mM TCA

L11, W14, V17 ~aA!;

I107, A110, I112, V114

~aG!; R139 ~aH!

Loh et al. ~1995!

Cyt c All-a 112 None One Heme N, 20 8C

pH 7.0

F10 ~N-a!;

L94–K99 ~C-a!

10 8C

pH 6.2

35 K8–V11 ~N-a!;

E92, L94–K99 ~C-a!

Roder et al. ~1988!

Jeng et al. ~1990!

10 8C

pH 5.0

34 I9, V11 ~N-a!;

R91, A96, Y97 ~C-a!

Elöve et al. ~1994!

PF f, 20 8C

pH 2.2

1.5 M NaCl

V11, A15 ~N-a!;

M65 ~60’s a!;

L94–K99 ~C-a!

Jeng et al. ~1990!

Protein A

B-domain

All-a 58 None One None N, 20 8C

pH 7.0

R27, L34 ~a2!;

A48–K50 ~a3!

58C

pH 5.0

20 Y14–L17 ~a1!;

L34–K35 ~a2!;

A48–K50 ~a3!

Bai et al. ~1997!

HEWL a1b 129 4 Two None N, 30 8C

pH 7.5

M12 ~aA!; W28–A31

~aB!; I58 ~b3!; A95,

K96, I98 ~aC!

pH 4.5–9.5 65

~34a,

31b!g

36 amides ~33 are in

a-domain, 3 are in

b-domainh!

Miranker et al. ~1991!

Radford et al. ~1992a!

20 8C

pH 5.5

48 M12 ~aA!; V29 ~aB!;

W63; I78; K96, V99

~aC!; I124 ~310!

Radford et al. ~1992b!

PF, 27 8C

pH 2.0

50% TFE

A11 ~aA!; A32 ~aB!;

N93–K96 ~aC!;

W111, K114 ~aD!

Buck et al. ~1993!

Buck et al. ~1994!

D, 213 8C

pH 2.0

3.7 kbar

A9, A11, M12 ~aA!;

V29, A32 ~aB!; W63–

N65, I78; C94 ~aC!;

W108, W111, R114,

C115 ~aD!; I124 ~310!

Nash and Jonas ~1997!

T4 lysozyme a1b 164 None Two None N, 20 8C

pH 3.5–7.8

M6 ~aA!; F67, L79

~aC!; Y88 ~aD!;

A98–F104 ~aE!;

I150, T152–R154 ~aH!

20 8C

pH 6.0i

84 I17, Y18 ~b1!; Y25, I29

~b2!; I58 ~b4!; R95,

A98–M102, F104 ~aE!

Lu and Dahlquist ~1992!

Anderson et al. ~1993!
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SNase a1b 149 None Two Ca21 pdTp N, 37 8C

pH 5.5j

T22, K24–M26 ~b2!;

F34 ~b3!; L37

22 8C

pH 4.0k

39 L25 ~b2!;

Q30, F34 ~b3!

Loh et al. ~1993!

Jacobs and Fox ~1994!

RNase A a1b 124 4 One None N, 35 8C

pH 6.5

F46, V47 ~b1!;

Q55, C58 ~a3!;

Y73, Q74 ~b3!;

M79, I81 ~b4!;

I106, V108, A109 ~b5!

10 8C

pH 4.0

27 V47-H48 ~b1!; V54 ~a3!;

V63 ~b2!; C72, Y73

~b3!; I81, C84 ~b4!;

K98, I106, V108 ~b5!;

V116, V118, H119 ~b6!

Udgaonkar and Baldwin ~1990!

Wang et al. ~1995!

D, 10 8C

pH 2.0

4.2 kbar

E49; S59 ~a3!; C72 ~b3!;

M79, C84, R85 ~b4!;

I106 ~b5!; E111

Zhang et al. ~1995!

D, 217 8C

pH 2.0

3 kbar

E49; S59 ~a3!; C72 ~b3!;

D83, C84 ~b4!; E111

Nash et al. ~1996!

Nash and Jonas ~1997!

RNase T1 a1b 104 2 One None N, 25 8C

pH 5.6

Y57, W59, I61 ~b2!;

R77–N81 ~b3!;

Q85, A87 ~b4!

25 8C

pH 5.0

24 A19, L26 ~a!; R77 ~b3!;

A87 ~b4!; H92;

F100, V101 ~b5!

Mullins et al. ~1993!

Mullins et al. ~1997!

Barnase a1b 110 None One None N, 33 8C

pH 5.6

L14 ~a1!; I25 ~loop!;

A74 ~b2!;L89 ~b3!;

Y97 ~b4!

25 8C

pH 6.3

29 ~See Electronic

supplementary

material!

Bycroft et al. ~1990!

Matouschek et al. ~1992!

Perrett et al. ~1995!

RNase H a1b 155 None One Mg21 N, 27 8C

pH 5.5

L49, M50–I53, A55, L56

~aA!; L107 ~aD!

25 8C, pH

5.5–7.5

59 A51, A52, V54–L56

~aA!

Yamasaki et al. ~1995!

RNase H* l a1b 155 None One Mg21 N, 258C

pH 5.1

M47, A51, A52, V54–

L56 ~aA!;

W104, L107 ~aD!

25 8C

pH 5.5

A51, A52, V54–E57

~aA!; I66, L67 ~b4!;

W104, Q105, L107,

A110, L111 ~aD!

Chamberlain et al. ~1996!

Raschke and Marqusee ~1997!

PF, 4 8C

pH 1.3

A51, A52, V54–E57

~aA!

Dabora et al. ~1996!

Ubiquitin b1a 76 None One None N, 22 8C

pH 3.5

I3-V5, T7 ~b1!; V17 ~b2!;

I23, V26, A28–I30 ~a1!;

I44 ~b3!; L56, Y59 ~310!

25 8C

pH 5.0

26 ~Most probes are

protected early.!

Briggs and Roder ~1992!

Pan and Briggs ~1992!

PF, 22 8C

pH 2.7

60% methanol

I3–K6 ~b1!; I13, V17~b2!;

V26, I30 ~a1!; Q40;

I44, F45 ~b3!;

L56, Y59 ~310!; I61;

L67, L69, V70 ~b5!

Pan and Briggs ~1992!

PF, pH 2.0

room

temperature

60% methanol

I3–T7 ~b1!;

I13, L15, V17 ~b2!;

V26, A28, E34 ~a1!;

L67, L69, V70 ~b5!

Harding et al. ~1991!

CI2 b1a 64 None One None N, 33 8C

pH 5.3

K11; I20, L21 ~a!;

I30, L32 ~b2!;

V47, L49, F50, V51 ~b3!

Itzhaki et al. ~1997!

Neira et al. ~1997!

GB1 b1a 56 None One None N, 25 8C

pH 5.7

L5–I6 ~b1!; E27, F30 ~a!;

T44 ~b3!; T51–V54 ~b4!

5 8C

pH 4.0

26 T25, A26 ~a!;

K50, T51 ~b4!

Kuszewski et al. ~1994!

Orban et al. ~1995!

~continued !
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Table 1. Continued

Proteins

Out-exchange

experimentsb

Pulsed-labeling0competition

experimentsb,c

Name

Structure

class

Number

of amino

acids

S-S

bonds Subdomain

Bound

cofactor

Experimental

condition

NHs slowest to

exchange outd

Folding pH,

temperature

Number

of

probes

NHs first to

gain protectiond References

LB1 b1a 62 None One None N, 60 8C

pH 11

I4, A6, L8, I9 ~b1!;

F20 ~b2!; A31–D36 ~a!;

L56, I58, K59 ~b4!

pH

8.5–10

24 A6 ~b1!;

S29, A33,

Y34 ~a!

Yi and Baker ~1996!

Yi et al. ~1997!

BPTI All-b 58 3 One None N, pH 3.5 R20–Y23 ~b1!;

Q31, F33 ~b2!;

F45 ~b3!

pH

4.0–7.5

8 Y21–Y23 ~b1!;

Q31, F33,

Y35 ~b2!;

F45 ~b3!

Woodward and Hilton ~1980!

Roder and Wüthrich ~1986!

PF, 1 8C

pH 4.6m

I19, Y21–Y23 ~b1!;

Q31, F33, Y35 ~b2!

Barbar et al. ~1995!

CTX III All-b 60 4 One None N, 25 8C

pH 3.2

Y22–M24 ~b3!;

I39 ~b4!;

V52, C54 ~b5!

5 8C

pH 3.0

32 K23 ~b3!;

I39 ~b4!;

V49; V52,

C53 ~b5!;

D57, R58

~loop!

Sivaraman et al. ~1998!

IL-1b All-b 153 None One None N, 36 8C

pH 6.1

Y68, L69, V72 ~b6!;

Q81, E83 ~b7!;

V100, F101 ~b8!;

E113, A115 ~b9!;

F117; Y121 ~b10!

4 8C

pH 5

47 F42 ~b4!;

Y68–S70,

V72 ~b6!;

T79, Q81,

E83 ~b7!;

F99–I104

~b8!; E111,

E113, S114

~b9!; F117;

W120, Y121,

S123 ~b10!

Driscoll et al. ~1990!

Varley et al. ~1993!

scFv All-b 252 2 Two None N, 27 8C

pH 6.9

V13 ~Lba!; C23 ~Lbb!;

A40–Q43 ~Lbc!; S71

~Lbd!; T78, I81, V84

~Lbe!; A90, V91, Y93,

C94 ~Lbf !;

M34, Q39 ~Hbc!;

I48, A49, S51 ~Hbc9!;

S63 ~Hbc0!;

F70, I71, D75 ~Hbd!;

Y82, Q84, R89 ~Hbe!;

D92, A94, I95 ~Hbf !;

V118 ~Hbg!

10 8C

pH 8.0

49 L39–Y42

~Lbc!;

I54 ~Lbc9!;

A90, V91,

Y93 ~Lbf !;

I95 ~Hbf !

Freund et al. ~1996!

Freund et al. ~1997!
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a-LA

~human!

a1b 123 4 Two Ca21 N, 15 8C

pH 6.3

3 mM Ca21

T33 ~aB!; C61 ~loop!;

C73, C77, F80 ~310!;

C91–K94 ~aC!

Schulman et al. ~1995!

n.d. None PF, 5 8C

pH 2

L26, I27, M30, T33 ~aB! Schulman et al. ~1995!

a-LA

~guinea pig!

a1b 123 4 n.d. None PF, 25 8C

pH 2

W26, C28–F31 ~aB!;

I95, L96 ~aC!n
Chyan et al. ~1993!

Lysozyme

~equine!

a1b 129 4 Two Ca21 N, 25 8C

pH 4.5

10 mM CaCl2

A9, K11–K13 ~aA!; N27,

W28, M31, A32 ~aB!;

F38, N39 ~b2!;

N61, C65 ~b5!;

S93–A95 ~aC!

Morozova et al. ~1995!

Morozova-Roche et al. ~1997!

n.d. None PF, 5 8C

pH 2

A9, K13 ~aA!;

W28, M31, A32 ~aB!;

W111 ~aD!

Morozova et al. ~1995!

Morozova-Roche et al. ~1997!

n.d. None PF, 25 8C

pH 2

A9 ~aA!;

W28, A32, E35 ~aB!;

W111 ~aD!

Morozova-Roche et al. ~1997!

Tendamistat All-b 74 2 One None N, 50 8C

pH 3

A23 ~b1~2!!; C27;

V33, V35–Y37 ~b2~2!!;

Y46, V48 ~b2~3!!;

A71 ~b2~1!!

Wang et al. ~1987!

Schönbrunner et al. ~1996!

PF, 25 8C

pH 3

70% TFE

S21, Q22, D24 ~b1~2!!;

C27; K34–V36 ~b2~2!!;

D40; T41, E42, C45

~b2~3!!; C73 ~b2~1!!

Schönbrunner et al. ~1996!

aAbbreviations used in this table: a-LA, a-lactalbumin; apoMb, apomyoglobin; barnase, Bacillus amyloliquefaciens ribonuclease; BPTI, bovine pancreatic trypsin inhibitor; CI2, chymotrypsin inhibitor
2; CTX III, cardiotoxin analogue III; cyt c, cytochrome c; D, cold and0or pressure denatured state; GB1, B1 immunoglobulin-binding domain of streptococcal protein G; HEWL, hen egg-white lysozyme;
IL-1b, interleukin-1b subunit; LB1, B1 immunoglobulin-binding domain of peptostreptococcal protein L; N, native state; pdTp, thymidine 3’,5’-bisphosphate; PF, partially folded state; RNase A, ribonuclease
A; RNase H, ribonuclease H; RNase T1, ribonuclease T1; scFv, single-chain antibody fragment composed of the VH and VL domains; SNase, staphylococcal nuclease; TCA, trichloroacetate; TFE,
2,2,2-trifluoroethanol.

bIn both out-exchange and pulsed labeling0competition experiments, there are cases of the same species studied under different conditions. For example, there are two studies of partially folded apoMb
at pH 4.2, with and without TCA.

cWhen pH is given as a range, the data referenced are from a competition experiment, rather than a pulsed-labeling experiment; the difference between pulsed exchange and competition experiments is
explained in the text.

dThe secondary structural elements containing the residues listed are given in parentheses. For instance, aA means helix A; C-a means the C-terminal helix.
eOne means that the protein is a single domain protein; n.d. means “not determined.”
f This species is referred to by authors as acid-denatured state.
gOf the 65 probes monitored in competition experiment, 34 are located in the a-domain of HEWL and 31 are in b-domain.
hThe three highly protected amides in the b-domain are: W63, C64, I78 ~Miranker et al., 1991!.
i The data are reported for C54T0C97A of T4 lysozyme.
j The data are reported for H124L of SNase, in both unligated and ligated forms.
kThe data are reported for P117G refolding without Ca21 and pdTp, but in the presence of 400 mM sodium sulfate.
l RNase H* is a mutant ~C13A0C63A0C133A! of E. coli RNase H.

mThe data are reported for @14–38#Abu of BPTI.
nThe indole hydrogen of W26 has the highest protection factor of .920 ~Chyan et al., 1993!.
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Review of the exchange literature

Comparable native state out-exchange and pulsed-labeling0

competition results are published for 16 proteins; for about half of

these, out-exchange rates for partially folded species are also re-

ported. Data from these systems are summarized in Table 1, where

proteins are sorted by structural class. Residue numbers of the

slowest exchanging NHs, secondary structural elements in which

Fig. 3. See caption on next page.
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the slowest exchanging NHs are located, and experimental condi-

tions are listed in columns under “out-exchange experiments,”

with separate entries for N, the native state, and PF, a partially

folded state. Residue numbers of NHs protected first during fold-

ing, secondary structural elements in which they are located, and

the total number of NHs monitored in each pulsed-labeling0

competition experiment, are listed in columns under “pulsed-

labeling0competition experiments.” Cut-off values distinguishing

the “slowest exchanging” NHs, and the “first protected” NHs are,

when possible, those in the literature cited; if cut-offs are not

specified in a paper, they were chosen in line with the conclusions

of the authors. Each protein is covered in detail in Supplementary

material in Electronic Appendix.

The data in Table 1 are summarized graphically in Figure 3;

results for N-state out-exchange, partially folded state out-

exchange, and pulsed-labeling0competition experiments are mapped

onto ribbon structures labeled, respectively, N, PF, and P0C. NHs

listed in Table 1 are red, while the rest of the secondary struc-

ture element in which they are located is dark blue. Figure 3

also shows the NHs monitored in each pulsed-labeling0competition

experiment; these are light red in the structure labeled “p0c pr”

~for P0C probes!. The elements of secondary structure carrying

NHs most protected in the native state, first protected during

folding, and most protected in partially folded species, we term,

respectively, slow exchange core elements, P0C elements, and PF

elements.

Hydrogen exchange studies of denatured states are not system-

atically covered here, although this is a growing and interesting

area ~Jeng et al., 1990; Robertson & Baldwin, 1991; Lu & Dahl-

quist, 1992; Radford et al., 1992a; Buck et al., 1994; Arcus et al.,

1995; Mori et al., 1997!. Particularly notable are two cold and

pressure denatured states that have hydrogen exchange patterns

similar to P0C protection patterns ~Nash et al., 1996; Nash &

Jonas, 1997!. These are included as “D” entries under lysozyme

and RNase A in Table 1, and for RNase A in Figure 3 as D, rather

than PF, in the upper right structure.

According to the nature of the published data, the proteins are

divided into four categories, corresponding to Figures 3A–D. For

proteins in Figure 3A, the data permit the most unambiguous com-

parison of slow exchange core to P0C protection rates; folded state

Fig. 3. Comparisons of slow exchange core elements, P0C elements, and PF elements. For each protein, residues listed in Table 1 are
red; the secondary structural elements in which they are located are blue. “N” shows results for native state out-exchange experiments;
“PF” for partially folded out-exchange experiments; and “P0C” for pulsed-labeling0competition experiments. The structure labeled
“p0c pr.” shows probes monitored in the P0C experiment ~light red!. When there are two or more similar studies, results of only one
experiment are displayed. Proteins are divided into four categories ~A–D! as discussed in the text. Ribbon diagrams are drawn with
MOLSCRIPT ~Kraulis, 1991! for PDB coordinates of apoMb, 1mbo; cyt c, 1hrc; B-domain of protein A, 1bdd; HEWL, 1hel; RNase
A, 1rbx; RNase H, 2rn2; ubiquitin, 1ubi; BPTI, 5pti; SNase, 1stn; T4 lysozyme, 2lzm; RNase T1, 9rnt; GB1, 1pga; LB1, 2ptl; CTX
III, 2crt; IL-1b, 1i1b; scFv, 2mcp. ~Figure continues on next page.!
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out-exchange rates are sufficiently resolved to permit identifica-

tion of “the slowest,” and there are resolved P0C protection rates,

rather than cutoffs. In SNase, CTX III, and cyt c, the slow ex-

change core elements are the same as P0C elements. In HEWL, the

four P0C elements include three of the four slow exchange core

elements; however, loop NHs 63, 64, and 78 are protected early in

P0C experiments but are not among the very slowest to out-exchange.

In RNase H, the P0C elements are the slow exchange core elements

plus an additional one. In RNase T1, to quote the authors, “All of

the slowest exchanging amide residues are located in strands 2–4

Fig. 3. Continued.
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of the central b-sheet and these residues are protected first in the

early stages of folding. The residues that have somewhat lower rate

constants for protection in early folding are predominantly found in

the a-helix and the first strand of the small b-sheet” ~Mullins et al.,

1997!. In RNase T1, b3 has five consecutive NHs in the slowest ex-

changing group ~R77–N81!, and one of these, R77, has a protection

rate qualitatively more rapid than all others. This suggests b3 as the

central core element in RNase T1. In summary, for the proteins in

Figure 3A, there is a strong tendency for the same elements of sec-

ondary structure to be slow exchange core elements, P0C elements

and PF elements. The correlation is not perfect, but a clear trend is

apparent. As expected, there is not a one-to-one correspondence of

individual NHs most protected in native and partially folded states,

and first protected during folding.

For proteins in Figure 3B, folded state out-exchange rates are

fairly well resolved but P0C protection rates are reported as cutoffs

or are monitored for only a few NHs. For apoMb, all P0C NHs in

Table 1 are protected in ,5 ms ~other categories are ;1 and

;2.5 s!. ApoMb P0C elements are the slow exchange core ele-

ments plus an additional helix ~aH!. The high stability of RNase A

makes it difficult to pin point core NHs. For RNase A, 11 NHs are

in the “slowest” category ~Table 1! and all exchange by the un-

folding mechanism, but we cannot distinguish the slowest among

these 11. The P0C cutoff for RNase A is any protection factor

.1,000 after 0.4 s of folding; NHs that fit this category are large

in number and widely distributed in the protein, and the N vs. P0C

comparison is not as informative as the N vs. D comparison ~be-

low!. In B-domain of protein A, although the native state out-

exchange rates identify helices 2 and 3 as the slow exchange core

elements, the protein folds so rapidly that all three helices in the

protein are well protected within the dead time of folding exper-

iments. In BPTI, out-exchange rates are well characterized but P0C

results are from early pioneering experiments. Within the limita-

tions of the P0C data, the slow exchange core elements of BPTI are

the same as the P0C elements.

Figure 3C shows proteins for which the P0C rates are spread

well enough to identify NHs that are first protected, but the slowest

out-exchanging group is very large, under the conditions of the

experiment. In scFv, out-exchange was followed for three days,

after which numerous NHs are too slowly exchanging to measure.

P0C experiments with scFv show earliest protection in three strands

of VL and one strand of VH. In LB1 and GB1 numerous NHs

out-exchange very slowly under the experimental conditions, and

the slowest among these cannot be identified unambiguously. In

both proteins, the helix and one strand of sheet contain NHs that

are first protected. In LB1, b1 and a have the largest number of

slowest exchanging NHs, and in a folding competition experiment

~Yi et al., 1997!, b1 and a also have the first protection, followed

closely by an NH in b2 ~not labeled in Fig. 3C!. In T4 lysozyme,

NHs too slow to be measured under the experimental conditions

are distributed in five helices. Helix aE in the C-terminal domain

stands out with seven consecutive NHs “too slow to be measured”

and the earliest protection rates; aE is apparently the primary core

element of T4 lysozyme. Also in the C-terminal domain, aH has

three consecutive NHs too slow to measure under the experimental

conditions but aH is not protected early; also strands in the

N-terminal domain are protected in P0C experiments but their

out-exchange rates are not in the slowest category.

Figure 3D shows proteins for which neither out-exchange rates

nor P0C protection rates are well resolved. In IL-1b, the P0C el-

ements are the slow exchange core elements plus one additional

element. In ubiquitin, exchange rates are not well resolved under

the experimental conditions, and neither a “slowest exchanging”

group or a “first protected” group is distinguishable. However,

the consecutive runs of slowest exchanging and first protected

in b1 and a1 suggest that these elements are the central core of

ubiquitin.

Partially folded species of about half the proteins in Figure 3

have been monitored for out-exchange; data are mapped onto up-

per right structures. PF elements tend to be either the same as slow

exchange core elements or different by plus-or-minus one element.

Of the seven proteins with both N and PF data ~Fig. 3 and ten-

damistat in Supplementary material in Electronic Appendix!, all

are consistent with the generalization except ubiquitin, for which

exchange rates are not well dispersed. In this context, the cold and

pressure denatured state of RNase A ~Nash et al., 1996; Nash &

Jonas, 1997! is interesting. This D-state has considerable residual

structure, and the elements carrying the slowest exchanging NHs

in N are the same as the elements carrying the slowest exchange

NHs in D, except for one b-strand ~Fig. 3B!.

Nonnative structure in PF states induced by alcohol or TFE has

been reported for ubiquitin ~Stockman et al., 1993!, monellin ~Fan

et al., 1993!, and b-lactoglobulin ~Hamada & Goto, 1997!. As the

number of such cases grows, a detailed comparison of hydrogen

exchange patterns should be done. The possibility of nonnative

like secondary structure in PF and0or early species detected by

P0C experiments is not contradictory to the hypothesis that the

slow exchange core is the folding core. Our proposal is that non-

random, nonlocal structure forms first in core sequences that also

include NHs that are most refractory to exchange after folding is

completed. Core sequences have the highest probability of sam-

pling organized, nonlocal structure early during folding. The early

structure may in most cases be native like but early nonnative-like

structure is also possible. It has been suggested that nonnative PF

conformations can have hydrogen exchange patterns similar to

native ones ~Alonso & Daggett, 1995!.

Hydrogen exchange results are reported for human holo and apo

a-LA, guinea pig apo a-LA, and the related proteins, equine holo

and apo lysozyme ~Table 1, Fig. 1 in Supplementary material in

Electronic Appendix!. Apo forms lacking specifically bound cal-

cium were studied in a low pH compact denatured state also re-

ferred to as a molten globule ~Kuwajima, 1989, 1996!. In human

a-LA, differences are noted between the slowest exchanging NHs

in native holo protein and in partially folded apo protein ~Schul-

man et al., 1995!. However, holo vs. apo is not the appropriate

comparison for this discussion; we would compare native vs. par-

tially folded holo protein or native vs. partially folded apo protein,

not native holo vs. partially folded apo. Removal of calcium in

a-LA results in loss of structure within the b-domain and desta-

bilization of a neighboring helix ~Schulman et al., 1995!, and these

are the areas where exchange rate differences are observed ~Fig. 1

in Supplementary material in Electronic Appendix!.

In summary, the data in Table 1 and Figure 3 show a correlation

between slow exchange core elements, P0C elements, and PF ele-

ments. The slowest exchanging NHs in native and in partially

folded states, as well as NHs protected early during folding, tend

to reside in the same secondary structure elements. There is not a

one-to-one correspondence of individual NHs most protected in

native and partially folded states and first protected during folding.

Since the proteins surveyed vary in structural class, size, number

of disulfide bonds, and bound ligand, it is reasonable to suggest

that the generalization may hold for single domain soluble, glob-
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ular proteins. Detailed discussion of each protein in Table 1 is in

Supplementary material in Electronic Appendix.

f values in slow exchange core elements

Experimental f values express the combined effects of side-chain

replacement on folding kinetics and energetics, relative to wild-

type protein ~Fersht et al., 1992!. A f value is the ratio of DDG ‡

to DDG ~the difference between mutant and wild-type values of the

folding activation free energy change DG ‡ and of the native0

denatured Gibbs free energy change DG!. A large f value for a

residue indicates that its replacement slows the rate limiting fold-

ing step more than another residue whose replacement has a sim-

ilar effect on global stability, but lower f value. High experimental

f values imply involvement of a side chain in interactions favored

in rate limiting, early steps. More specific interpretations are made

that f values near unity indicate that interactions of the replaced

residue are native-like in the folding transition state, while f val-

ues near zero indicate that the replaced residue is disordered in the

folding transition state ~Fersht, 1993!. Different amino acid sub-

stitutions at the same site often give very different f values for the

same residue. Also, f values much less than zero are not uncom-

mon and sometimes are interpreted as having structural implica-

tions similar to high positive f values ~Jackson et al., 1993; Daggett

et al., 1996!. Since interpretations of multiple f values for the

same side chain, and of f values ,, zero, are discretionary and

include a number of assumptions, we consider a high experimental

f value as an indicator of probable involvement of the side chains

in rate limiting steps of folding and leave aside for the moment

more involved structural interpretations. Theoretical f values or

similar indicators are calculated for several proteins from statisti-

cal lattice-based models ~Shoemaker et al., 1997; Portman et al.,

1998! and molecular dynamics simulations ~Daggett et al., 1996;

Bond et al., 1997; Lazaridis & Karplus, 1997; Tirado-Rives et al.,

1997!.

Objections to our suggestion that the slow exchange core is the

folding core from Clarke et al. and Fersht are based on their

reading of the data for barnase and CI2 ~Clarke et al., 1997; Fersht,

1998!, and include interpretations of f values and of hydrogen

exchange. Our response to their hydrogen exchange issues is in

Supplementary material in Electronic Appendix in sections on bar-

nase and CI2. Here we focus on comparison of slow exchange with

f values. We have not suggested a one-to-one correlation between

residues with the slowest NHs and highest f values, and lack of

one ~Fersht, 1998! is not inconsistent with our conclusion. The

question of interest to us is whether there are stretches of residues

that contain NHs with slowest folded state exchange rates and side

chains with highest f values. The presently available data ~Fig. 4!

give an answer of yes. Proteins in Figure 4 are those for which

experimental or calculated f values and native state out-exchange

rates are published. Secondary structure is depicted by aligned

boxes at the top of each frame; the slowest exchanging protons are

indicated as black stripes and slow exchange core elements are

shaded gray. Experimental f values are closed symbols; calculated

f values are open symbols.

In barnase, NHs of residues L14, I25, A74, L89, and Y97 have

the slowest exchanging protons at pH 6.5 ~kobs , 1 3 1025! and

7.6 ~kobs , 2 3 1024! at 33 8C ~Perrett et al., 1995!. Slow ex-

change core elements are a1, b2, b3, and b4 ~gray in Fig. 4!. The

loop between a1 and a2 contains one of the slowest exchanging

protons, I25, but turns0loops are not presently included as slow

exchange core elements ~discussed above!. Residues with f of

0.8–1.0 are in a1 ~D12, Y13, T16, Y17, H18!, loop ~N58, K62!,

b3 ~I88, L89, S91, S92!, and b4 ~I96! ~Serrano et al., 1992!;

residues I76 and I109 have high f values for one mutant, but low

values for another. We did not locate published f values for a

residue in b2 ~W71–D75!. We conclude from the barnase data in

Figure 4 that the slow exchange core elements have the highest f,

with the caveat that we have no f values for b2, and turns0loops

are not included. The details of the loops are: ~1! Residue I25 NH

~black line between a1 and a2! has very slow exchange and the

most negative f value. As mentioned, some negative values are

interpreted as having the same structural implications as f $ 1

~Jackson et al., 1993; Daggett et al., 1996!. ~2! Loop residues N58

and K62 have f; 1, but hydrogen exchange rates are not listed for

residues in loop S57–T70 ~Perrett et al., 1995!, presumably be-

cause they exchange very rapidly in the native state.

For CI2 ~Fig. 4!, the slowest exchanging amides are K11, I20,

L21, I30, L32, V47, L49, F50, and V51 ~Itzhaki et al., 1997; Neira

et al., 1997!. Slow exchange core elements are the helix, b2 and

b3; K11 is just before the helix, which consists of residues S12–

K24. Experimental f values ~closed symbols in Fig. 4! are highest

for helix residues A16 ~f ; 1!, K18 ~f5 0.7!, and E14 ~multiple

f values of 1.2, 0.75, 0.2! ~Itzhaki et al., 1995!. For K11, the f

value is the most negative in CI2 ~f5 20.5!; other large negative

values are observed for helix residues V19 ~f5 20.26!, D23 ~f5

20.25!, and K24 ~f 5 20.35 and 0.1!. The negative f value of

V19 is explicitly interpreted as a reflection of native-like structure

in the transition state ~Jackson et al., 1993; Daggett et al., 1996!.

In summarizing CI2 f values along with other considerations,

Fersht et al. conclude that in addition to A16, residues that should

be considered ordered in the transition state are S12, E14, E15

~helix!, L49 ~b3!, and I57 ~loop! ~Itzhaki et al., 1995!. Calculated

values ~Daggett et al., 1996; Shoemaker et al., 1997! are open

symbols in Figure 4. They are highest for the helix, and in addition,

residues in b2 and b3 also have f values notably higher than the

baseline; consistent results are reported in other calculations of

CI2 folding ~Lazaridis & Karplus, 1997!. We did not find calcu-

lated f values for K11 in the papers cited. In summary, of the three

slow exchange core elements of CI2, the helix has residues with

highest experimental and calculated f values and most negative

experimental f values; the other two, b2 and b3, have residues for

which calculated f values are clearly higher than baseline.

For src SH3 domain, “the slowest exchanging NHs are located

in two regions, at the base of the RT-loop ~the second half of strand

1 and the diverging turn between strands 2 and 3! and in strands 4

and 5 which form a hairpin” ~Grantcharova & Baker, 1997!; their

data are shown as black stripes in the SH3 frame of Figure 4. The

three slowest exchanging NHs reported in an earlier study ~Yu

et al., 1993!, Y14, A45, and I56, are shown by asterisks at the top

of the frame. The highest f value is for I34 in b3, and the next

highest values are for residues in the turn between b2 and b3, and

the loop between b4 and b5. In their f value analysis ~Grant-

charova et al., 1998!, the authors focus on the importance of the

turn and the loop in nucleating SH3 folding; in addition they state,

“segments of the src SH3 domain found to be most structured in

the transition state also include the residues most protected from

H-D exchange with the solvent.” The nucleating loop and turn are

connected on one or both sides to core strands.

CheY is relatively unstable, and NHs with the slowest folded

state exchange are not well resolved; under the conditions of the

experiment, many NHs exchange by the unfolding mechanism;
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those with highest protection factors are shown by black stripes in

Figure 4. However, helix A is clearly the slowest exchanging of all,

as it has more NHs in the “slowest exchanging” category, and it

has the four very slowest NHs in the molecule ~Lacroix et al.,

1997!. The f values plotted for CheY are for wild-type and a

stabilized mutant. In assessing the correlation between f values

and slow exchange, the authors state that our suggestion of an

empirical rule that slow exchange cores could be refolding cores is

Fig. 4. Comparison of slow exchange core elements and f values. For each protein, residue number is plotted against experimental
f values ~closed symbols!; for CI2 and l6–85, calculated f values are also given ~open symbols!. Secondary structural elements are
given by boxes at the top of each frame. The slowest exchanging protons are indicated as black stripes and slow exchange core elements
are shaded gray ~the slowest exchanging NHs for barnase, CI2, and LB1 are listed in Table 1!. In frames for src SH3, CheY, and l6–85,
arrows indicate off-scale f values. For CI2, open circles are calculated S38 values from Shoemaker et al. ~1997!, and open squares are
calculated S values from Daggett et al. ~1996!. For src SH3 domain, fF,eq are plotted ~Grantcharova et al., 1998!. For CheY
~López-Hernández & Serrano, 1996!, experimental f values for WT are closed diamonds and those for mutant F14N are closed
triangles. Citations for other f values, and for slowest exchanging NHs, are given in the text. Lists of calculated values for CI2 and
l6–85 were kindly provided by the authors ~Shoemaker et al., 1997; Portman et al., 1998!. Note: CI2 residue numbering begins after
the first 19 N-terminal amino acids as in Itzhaki et al. ~1995!. CI2 secondary structural assignments are from the PDB coordinate file
2CI2, and are different from those in Itzhaki et al. ~1995!.
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“globally respected,” although aE does not fit ~López-Hernández

& Serrano, 1996; Lacroix et al., 1997!.

For LB1, the exchange data are shown in Figure 3A, and the 14

slowest out-exchanging NHs are shown again as black bars in

Figure 4 ~Yi & Baker, 1996; Yi et al., 1997!. Four f values are

published, and these are particularly interesting in showing that the

first turn ~between b1 and b2! has high f values, but the second

turn ~between b3 and b4! does not ~Gu et al., 1997!. Neither turn

has the very slowest exchanging NHs in the native protein. The

authors note that NHs in the first b-hairpin and helix exchange

more slowly than NHs in the second hairpin and point out the

correlation between hydrogen exchange and f value results. The

nucleating turns appear to connect core strands.

In l6–85, the first and fourth helices have the slowest exchanging

amides ~Hilser et al., 1998!. Although the available number of

experimental f values are limited ~Burton et al., 1997!, both ex-

perimental and calculated f values ~Portman et al., 1998! gener-

ally fit well with hydrogen exchange data. That is, a1 and a4 have

higher f values than a2 and a3. However, a5, which is not a slow

exchange core element, does have high f values.

In summary, for a few proteins, published data permit compar-

ison of slow exchange core elements and f values. For the limited

number of cases available, we conclude that slow exchange core

elements tend to have residues with highest f values, or be con-

nected by turns0loops whose side chains have highest f values.

Agreement is not absolute, but a trend is clear. Another suggestive

tendency is discernable in Figure 4: when core elements are heli-

ces, high f values are within the element; when core elements are

b-strands, highf values are in turns0loops connected to the element.

What does a correlation between slow exchange core elements

and high f elements mean? Slowest exchange in native and par-

tially folded states, highest P0C protection rates, and highest f

values are all qualitative pointers to core sequences. Out-exchange

and P0C protection on one hand, and f values on the other, provide

complementary information about folding; the former from back-

bone groups that fold into secondary structure, and the latter from

side chains that fold into loops0turns as well as secondary struc-

ture. We view high f values as indicators of side-chain participa-

tion in interactions that are important in rate limiting steps of

folding and make no further assumptions vis-à-vis the structures of

the transition states. The folding core, defined as the out-exchange

and P0C core ~Woodward, 1993!, has not been suggested to spec-

ify the nucleation site~s!. If nucleation is the folding mecha-

nism, then out-exchange and P0C cores are proximal products of

nucleation.

Reevaluation of previous conclusions

In earlier papers, we introduced the phrase “folding core,” sug-

gested a correspondence between the slow exchange core and the

folding core, and discussed the implications. The latter are reexam-

ined in light of more extensive data in the following paragraphs;

sentences from Woodward ~1993! are in quotation marks.

1. “Folding is imprinted on the native structure. That is, a property

of the folded state, internal mobility, indicates important events

during folding.” This is still the most intriguing result. There is

no a priori expectation that measurements made on the final

folded state identify features of the process by which that state

is acquired. While intuitively comfortable, it is not predicted

that the most stable region of the native state consists of se-

quences that most favor organized structure in early steps of

folding. To point out that this apparently does occur is not a

confusion of kinetics and thermodynamics, which in any case

are related in complex processes of high dimensionality, such as

protein folding. Rather, we propose that it reveals a new aspect

of proteins, and its explanation may be part of a solution to the

folding problem.

2. “Since the flexible loops are expected to fold last, the folding

pathway would correspond approximately to the reverse order

of out-exchange rates of NHs in the folded protein.” An ap-

proximate correspondence is also apparent in the newer data-

base: core elements tend to be the first to fold and they contain

NHs with the lowest exchange rates when folding is completed;

flexible loops tend to fold last and to contain NHs with highest

exchange rates after folding is completed; other parts of the

protein are in between. Specifics of the order of folding of

secondary structural elements, and the order of out-exchange

rates, are detailed for each protein in Supplementary material in

Electronic Appendix. Briefly, ~1! considering only core ele-

ments, generally there is good, but not perfect, correspondence

between the order of exchange among slow exchange core el-

ements, exchange among PF elements, and protection among

P0C elements; ~2! in cases where one slow exchange core ele-

ment has slower exchanging NHs than all others, and0or a

larger number of protons in the slowest exchanging category,

that element is always the slowest exchanging PF element and

the earliest protected P0C element; and ~3! folding of noncore

secondary structural elements is not correlated with out-exchange

rates. In some cases, NHs in secondary structural elements

outside the slow exchange core, yet still rather slowly exchang-

ing, are protected late during folding. For example, in b-strands

of HEWL some amides have slower exchange rates than in

helix D, but they are protected after helix D during folding.

3. “Protein segments in the slow exchange core determine the

basic fold of the protein. Therefore, fragments or peptides cor-

responding to the slow exchange core should show native like

structure.” We still expect that the conformational ensemble of

such peptides will favor native like structure, providing they do

not have extensive self-aggregation.

4. “Methods for computer-assisted modeling of protein folding

might usefully incorporate knowledge of the slow exchange

core as an indicator of long-range interactions important in

initial stages of protein folding . . . Identification of slow ex-

change core NHs in protein data bases could aid modeling of

protein folding.” There is a strong likelihood that knowledge

of folding cores can be useful in computer-based predictions of

tertiary structure from new sequences. The compilation of a

useful database of slow exchange core elements is being aided

by the increasing availability of hydrogen exchange rates for

larger and more complex proteins from mass spectroscopy

~Woodward, 1993; Chung et al., 1997; Smith et al., 1997; Deng

& Smith, 1998; Matagne et al., 1998; Arrington et al., 1999!.

5. “Partially folded proteins, and compact denatured states, are

expected to be collapsed in regions corresponding to the slow

exchange core.” This is the strong trend for PF species in

Table 1 and Figure 3. Regarding partially folded proteins, we

do not consider the question of whether they are a side product

vs. a true folding intermediate to be an critical distinction. For
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the “new view” of folding on a funnel shaped rugged energy

landscape ~Dill & Chan, 1997!, dichotomizing on- vs. off-

pathway intermediates, like the “Levinthal paradox,” is not a

productive way to circumscribe the issue.

6. “Since out-exchange experiments are far less complex than

refolding experiments, they would provide a simple way to

identify the folding core.” In our view, slow exchange core

elements, P0C elements, PF elements, and f values are all

qualitative pointers to the folding core.

7. Our suggestion that the slow exchange core is the folding core

is not correctly described as a “last out, first in hypothesis” as

suggested elsewhere ~Englander, 1998!. The slowest exchang-

ing protons identify a core that first favors nonlocal structure

during folding; the order of folding vs. exchange rates of non-

core elements of secondary structure is not addressed ~cf. 2

above!.

Implications of hydrogen exchange for protein folding

Several aspects of native structure suggest the existence of an

essential core that endows a protein with its characteristic fold.

With few exceptions, there is one fold type for each protein; al-

ternatives are not observed. Amino acid substitutions often alter

stability and0or structure around the substitution, but not the basic

fold. Comparisons of evolutionarily related proteins demonstrate

that the genetic message for a particular fold is not evenly encoded

along the amino acid sequence, but rather is conserved in stretches

of amino acids often far apart in the primary structure. Other parts

of the protein may be highly modified or deleted altogether with-

out significantly altering the basic native fold. Although the notion

of a protein core as a three-dimensional, submolecular domain is a

widely held concept, there is not a generally accepted, explicit

definition. A common description of a hydrophobic core is a non-

local cluster of buried hydrophobic side chains in the crystal struc-

ture. Allowed substitutions in such a core are inferred from the

tolerance of protein folding to amino acid replacements ~Bowie

et al., 1990; Gassner et al., 1996!. A somewhat different, structur-

ally conserved core of protein families is identified in the Dali

database ~Holm & Sander, 1998!.

We propose a way to identify the essential protein core: se-

quences of about 3–10 residues that tend to ~1! be part or all of a

secondary structural element in the native state; ~2! cluster non-

locally in the native state; ~3! have NHs that are last to exchange

by the folded state mechanism; ~4! have NHs that are highly pro-

tected from exchange early during folding; ~5! have the most or-

dered structure in partially folded proteins; and ~6! contain side

chains with high f values or be flanked by a turn0loop with high

f values. The fundamental conclusion is that there are core se-

quences, nonadjacent stretches of residues for which ordered struc-

ture and mutual nonlocal interactions are most stable in the native

state and during folding.

The core defined in this way is also expected to be a hydropho-

bic core; however, the well-packed interiors of proteins usually

have several regions with extensive nonlocal, apolar contacts, but

not all of these are in the core ~e.g., two hydrophobic clusters in

BPTI are discussed in the literature, but only one is in the core!.

The folding core, as coined in Woodward ~1993! and used here, is

not a nucleation site. If folding is nucleated, the folding core is the

ensemble of proximal products of nucleation. Turns that may be

nucleation sites are not presently identified in core elements, be-

cause the secondary structure we consider thus far is limited to

sheet and helix, and because in native proteins turns0loops are

usually more flexible and faster exchanging. Nucleating turns0

loops connect core elements; they are expected to have high f

values, to contain NHs not in the very slowest exchanging or very

first protected groups, and to be flanked on one or both sides by

core elements.

Core sequences for which ordered structure and mutual nonlocal

interactions are most stable in the native state and during folding

are consistent with theoretical models for folding on a rugged

energy landscape ~Thirumalai & Woodson, 1996; Dill & Chan,

1997; Karplus, 1997; Onuchic et al., 1997!, and with other models.

Ideas from landscape models, sometimes called funnel models,

have shifted mechanistic conceptualizations of folding away from

specific obligate intermediates, to ensembles of interconverting

conformations and multiple parallel pathways. During folding, or-

dered structure is more appropriately described as favored ~in some

fraction of the interconverting conformers!, rather than formed ~in

all0most conformers!. In the language of ensembles, if the slow

exchange core is the folding core, then over much of the energy

landscape, as well as in the native state, interactions between core

sequences are favored more than other possible nonlocal inter-

actions. Further, in one model of a developing core, partially folded

BPTI, there are site specific energy barriers between microstates,

one disordered, and the other~s! more ordered.

In the folding core scenario, the early core develops as a large

family of interconverting conformers in which core sequences are

more organized and noncore sequences are more disordered. In-

teractions between core sequences are more probable ~stable! than

other nonlocal interactions, but individual conformers vary in types

and extent of interactions between core sequences. In the devel-

oping core, the more stable interactions between core sequences

are expected to be native-like much of the time, but the idea does

not exclude the possibility of nonnative structure at very early

stages. In one model for an early developing core, partially folded

BPTI produced by retaining a native disulfide between two loops,

the more ordered regions are not near the disulfide cross-bridge,

but rather are in core sequences. Our explanation is that the inter-

loop disulfide eliminates more extended conformations from the

unfolded distribution and thereby shifts the ensemble to more col-

lapsed species, among which core interactions are favored. Fur-

ther, this system reveals a new facet of developing cores. At each

NH, two ~and in one case three! microstates are detected as two ~or

three! NMR cross peaks for the same NH. One microstate, Pd, has

characteristics of a “random coil,” while the other, Pf , is more

ordered. Pd and Pf are each composed of multiple, rapidly inter-

converting conformers. Slow Pd –Pf interconversion ~millisecond

or longer! means that there is an energy barrier between two (and

in one case three) microstates. For NHs outside the core, Pf is not

native-like; for NHs in the core, Pf is native-like. The relative

population of Pd and Pf and their interconversion rates vary for

different NHs throughout the molecule, indicating that Pd –Pf fluc-

tuations are local and segmental ~Barbar et al., 1995, 1998!.

Signs of life that distinguish natural proteins from other poly-

peptides include folding into a native state, formation of a biolog-

ical active site, and very slow exchange of some interior NHs. The

latter properties are derivatives of the first, and a slow exchange

core is diagnostic of a true native state. The wide range of folded

state exchange rates reflects the variation in stability of intramolec-

ular interactions within a native protein; the very slowest exchang-
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ing NHs point to the regions of most favorable tertiary interactions.

Protein-sized polypeptides of natural amino acids in random or

designed sequences are readily produced by chemical or biological

methods; typically they do not acquire native states comparable to

natural proteins although recent advances in this area have been

made ~Walsh et al., 1999!. Even when intramolecular collapse out

competes intermolecular aggregation, large polypeptides with de

novo designed sequences are often multiple, equilibrating confor-

mations of similar energy but dissimilar structure. They may tend

to favor target structure to some extent, but do not form a native

state of significantly lower energy than all other compact states

accessible to that peptide chain. At the practical level, the slowest

exchanging amide protons show us where to begin identifying and

designing core sequences, as a step toward production of new

polypeptides that acquire a true native state. Other extensions of

the idea are that core elements are the most likely to remain native-

like in partially folded disease-related proteins, and the least likely

to undergo specific rearrangements like domain swapping. As ex-

change data become available for more proteins, the identification

of sequences with a high probability of being in the core could aid

protein structure prediction in the emerging fields of structural

genomics and proteomics ~Montelione & Anderson, 1999; Wood-

ward, 1999!.

Supplementary material in Electronic Appendix

Contents: one text section, two tables, and one figure. The text

contains individual summaries for proteins in Table 1. One table

~filename “foldtime.txt”! compiles folding times for pulsed-labeling

experiments. The second table ~filename “otherpro.txt”! summa-

rizes additional proteins for which partial hydrogen exchange data

are available. A color figure summarizes the data from Table 1 for

human and guinea pig a-lactalbumin, holo N, and apo PF equine

lysozyme and tendamistat.
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